1 Introduction Kozak (2005) presented basic concepts of stratified two-stage sampling design, in which a population of primary sampling units is subdivided into strata. He provided formulas for optimum sample allocation between strata and sampling stages under two schemes of the design: (i) in which sample size of secondary sampling units (SSUs) from primary sampling units (PSUs) is fixed, and (ii) with self-weighting design in strata. Kozak and Zieliński (2005) , on the other hand, presented basic concepts of a problem of sample allocation between domains and strata in case when domains are subdivided into strata. They considered (i) a so-called domain-orientated approach to the sample allocation, in which one requires precise estimation in all the domains, and (ii) sample allocation orientated towards minimizing total survey cost subject to fixed level of precision of estimation in the domains. In this paper, we introduce a hybrid of these two designs, namely stratified two-stage sampling in domains. Such a design can be of practical use when a population is subdivided into domains, each domain comprising some number of strata consisting of PSUs. A simple random sample of SSUs is to be taken without replacement from PSUs. We consider a situation in which sample size of SSUs from PSUs is fixed; in such a case, one obtains a sample of fixed size (and fixed total cost). We give formulas for sample allocation between domains, strata and sampling stages (i) under domain-orientated approach, and (ii) orientated towards minimizing a total survey cost.
2 Estimation for domains under stratified two-stage sampling in the domains: basic ideas
Basic concepts of stratified sampling and two-stage sampling, which lay the basis for the design introduced in this section, may be found, e.g., in Särndal et al. (1992) or Singh (2003) . Consider a population U comprising N elements.
The gth PSU from the hth stratum in the dth domain comprises N dhg SSUs, which are the population elements. Let N d indicate the number of SSUs in the dth domain and N dh indicate the number of SSUs in the hth stratum of the dth domain.
Let a population parameter investigated be the population total of Y , Y being a characteristic studied. For the dth domain its estimator is given bŷ 
where
Note again that sample sizes n dh in the variance (2) refer to sample sizes n dhg , which are assumed to be the same for all g = 1, . . . , N dh in a particular section domain d×stratum h. Hence, for the sake of convenience, we write n dh instead of n dhg , keeping in mind that n dh is the sample size of SSUs from every gth PSU of the hth stratum in the dth domain. An ordinary unbiased estimator of the variance (2) is obtained by replacing the population quantities S 2 1dh and S 2 2dhg with their sample estimators; the summation in (2) is to be done by sampled PSUs in each hth stratum from the dth domain.
The coefficient of variation of the estimatorŶ
In this paper, we understand optimum conditions of a design as the ones for which some function of δ(Ŷ d ) is minimum. Let the overall survey cost C be
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where C 0 is the fixed survey cost, c 1dh is the cost of selecting one PSU from the hth stratum of the dth domain, and c 2dh is the cost of obtaining the information on Y value in one SSU from the hth stratum of the dth domain.
Optimizing a design under domain-orientated approach
Here we apply a domain-orientated approach to the design presented in previous section. It aims at precise estimation for each domain U d of the population U (Kozak and Zieliński, 2005) . Let g = (g 1 , . . . , g D ) T be a vector of important weights of the domains. Following Kozak and Zieliński (2005) , the optimum design is the one under which the smallest common value ϕ of g
is obtained. Thus, we require coefficient of variation of the estimatorŶ d of the population total in the dth domain to satisfy the condition (Kozak and Zieliński, 2005) 
Then, our aim is to find optimum values of n dh and m dh (d = 1, . . . , D, h = 1, . . . , H d ) under fixed overall survey cost (3) equal C (given c 1dh and c 2dh ) so that the condition (4) is satisfied and the common value ϕ is minimum. We will optimize the design based on the assumption that the survey variable is the same as the auxiliary variable used to allocate the survey cost. Of course, in practice, it is an untrue situation; instead of the population values, the quantities originating from recent censuses or previous/pilot surveys are used.
Theorem 1. When a population U is subdivided into D domains and stratified two-stage sampling with fixed sample size of secondary sampling units from primary sampling units is to be applied within the domains, under a cost function (3), given survey costs C, C 0 , c 1dh and c 2dh , the smallest common value ϕ of g Proof. To prove Theorem 1, a procedure developed by Niemiro and Weso lowski (2001) may be used. It was recently applied in sample allocation between domains and strata by Kozak and Zieliński (2005) . Consider the following Lagrange function:
